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Abstract
In the larval salivary glands of Acricotopus lucidus, polytene cells with different chromosomal
puffing patterns lie in direct contact, along the border between anterior and main lobe (AL and
ML). The separation between the two cell types seems to be very effective, judging from the
behavior of Balbiani rings (BR) all of which are lobe specific. However, among some 2000
salivary gland preparations inspected, there were six exhibiting exceptional, intermediate or
mixed, BR combinations in single nuclei or pairs of nuclei. These exceptions are thought to arise
from partial or complete fusion of AL and ML cells. In AL derived cells, the resulting pattern is
characterized by the presence of an active BR 1, on the background of an otherwise normal AL
situation. In ML derived cells, BR 2 and most of ML-specific puffs are conspicuously absent
while AL-specific BRs and puffs are active, in addition to BR 1. These observations point to a
complex interaction between inducers and repressors in the control of puffing in Acricotopus.
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Introduction
Within the larval salivary glands of chironomids, a functional differentiation of distinct glandular
regions has been established in many cases [3]. This is reflected at the level of the polytene
chromosomes in the expression of cell specific Balbiani rings (BRs) [3].
In Acricotopus lucidus (Diptera, Chironomidae; n=3), two such BRs, BR 1 and BR 2, develop
in the nuclei of the main and side lobe (ML/SL) cells, and three others, BR 3, BR 4 and BR 7 in
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the nuclei of the anterior lobe (AL) cells of the salivary gland [7, 11]. Beside the BRs, a number
of other qualitative as well as quantitative puffing differences exist between AL and ML/SL. The
intraglandular differences in puffing activity are, in fact, of a magnitude which otherwise has
only been observed in comparing polytene chromosomes of different polytene organs, i.e.
salivary glands and Malpighian tubules [13]. Within a gland there exists an absolute separation
of the lobe specific BR patterns [7,8, 10, 11, 13].
Results
The different Balbiani ring (BR) patterns in the ML/SL cells and the AL cells (compare Figs. la
and b) of the salivary gland of A. lucidus impressively reflect the functional differentiation
between the anterior and main lobes of the glands. Thus, the border between AL and ML/SL
separates cells with very different BR and puff patterns (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Figure 2

Fig. 1. Chromosome 1 of a main lobe (ML) cell (a) and of an anterior lobe (AL) cell (b) with the standard
Balbiani ring (BR) and puffing pattern. Arrowheads indicate prominent puffs. - (●) ML-specific puffs. Asterisks: AL-specific puffs. - C Centromeric region. - 1, left, 2, right chromosome arm. - Bars 10 µm.
Fig. 2. Two chromosomes 1 with intermediate AL-ML BR patterns. - a. Chromosome I with a maximally
expanded AL-specific BR 3 and an evolving ML-speciflc BR 1. - Inset shows another plane of focus. - b.
Chromosome I with maximally expanded BR 1 and BR 3: both BRs have different cell specificity.
Arrowheads indicate prominent puffs. - Asterisks: AL-specific, (●) MLspecific BR or puff. - C
Centromeric region. - 1, left, 2, right chromosome arm. - Bars 10 µm.
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This separation, however, is not absolute; surprisingly, among about 2000 salivary gland squash
preparations examined, some very rare cases of single chromosomes and chromosome sets with
intermediate, or mixed puffing patterns were discovered.
The “solitary“ exceptional chromosomes I were found in three different individuals. The
normal situation in chromosome I (AL and ML) is shown in Figures la and b.
One of the exceptions carried, in addition to a maximally expanded BR 3, a BR 1 in statu
nascendi (Fig. 2a). The presence of the AL specific puffs, 2(C 5-9) and 2(G 37), points to the
derivation of this chromosome from an AL nucleus.
Another exceptional chromosome I exhibited a fully expanded BR 1, in addition to BR 3 (Fig.
2b). It is impossible in this instance to establish the derivation of this chromosome from either
AL or ML.
In a third exceptional chromosome, a weakly active BR 1 (similar to that in Fig. 5a) and a
regressed BR 3 have been observed (chromosome not shown).

Fig. 3. Two chromosome I of adjacent AL and ML cells with intermediate BR patterns. - a. In the AL
chromosome (IAL) the BR 1 ist just being activated. - b. In the ML chromosome (IML) the BR 3 is
evolving. Arrowheads indicate prominent puffs. - Asterisks: AL-specific, (●) ML-specific BR or puff. - 1,
left, 2 right chromosome arm. - Bars 10 µm.

In two salivary glands from different individuals, two pairs of cells with intermediate BR and
puff patterns were found (chromosomes 1 of cell pair 1 in Figs. 3a, b; cell pair 2 in Fig. 4, Figs.
5b, f, j and Figs. 5c, g, k). In the squash preparations, these cells are situated adjacent to one another in the border area between AL and ML/SL. One cell of each pair exhibits a nearly unchanged AL puffing pattern. Only an expanding (Fig. 3a) or slightiy active BR 1 (Fig. 5b) points
to a deviation from the standard AL puffing pattern (compare Figs. 5a, e, i with Figs. 5b, f, j).
In the putative ML cells, on the other hand, the puffing patterns are fundamentally changed
(compare Figs. 5c, g, k with Figs. 5d, h, 1). The ML-specific BR 2 and most of the ML-specific
puffs [13] are no longer active. But from the clear residual structures in the region of these loci
(no exact association of the chromatids, e.g. in the BR 2-region of IIML in Fig. 4), one can infer
previous activity. Both, the regression of ML-specific puffs, including BR 2, and the reduced
size of the ML-specific BR 1 (Figs. 3b, 5c), point to a general repression of all ML-specilic gene
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Fig. 4. Chromosome sets of an adjacent AL cell (chromosomes IAL, IIAL, IIIAL) and a ML cell
(chromosomes IML, IIML, IIIML) with intermediate puffing patterns. Arrowheads indicate prominent puffs.
- Asterisks: AL-specific, (●) ML-specific BR or puff. - 1, 3, 5, left, 2, 4, 6 right chromosome arms. (BR3), (BR4): regressed BR 3 and BR 4. - (N) Nearly regressed nucleolus. - Bar 50 µm.

activities in these cells. Furthermore, in the same ML cells many AL-specific puffs, including
BRs, are active or just being activated (e.g., the expanding BR 3 in Fig. 3b; the AL-specific puffs
- 2(C 5-9), 2(6 37), 4(C 7-11), BR 7, 5(B 87, 89) - of the chromosomes IML, IIML, IIIML, in Fig.
4). Some other puffs show an AL-specific elevated puffing activity, e.g. 2(B41-65) in Figure 3b
and 1(D37), 2(B41-65), 3(F 47), 3(G 25), 4(A 93, 95), 4(G 83, 85) in Figure 4.
These observations indicate a reprogramming, or shifting, of the gene activity patterns of the
original ML cells towards the gene activity patterns of AL cells.
lt is also important to notice that the puffing patterns of the original ML cells are adjusted in
their timing to the developmental BR and puffing situation of the neighbouring AL cells, i.e. in
the ML nucleus of cell pair 1 the loci of BR 3 (Fig. 3b) and BR 4 (not shown) have been
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activated according to the BR situation of the neighbouring AL cell (Fig. 3a), and in the ML
nucleus of cell pair 2, the puffs 3(F47), 3(G 25) and 4(G 83, 85) (Fig. 4, chromosome IIML) are
activated to puff class 3, as characteristic for an AL cell after the developmental (ecdysoneinduced) BR 3/ BR 4-regression [13].

Fig. 5. Comparison of the intermediate puffing patterns of the changed AL cell (b, f, j) and the changed
ML cell (c, g, k) of Figure 4 with the usual puffing pattern of AL cells (a, e, i) and ML cells (d, h, l) of
the same preparation. Arrowheads indicate prominent puffs. - Asterisks: AL-specific, (●) ML-specific
BR or puff. - (BR 4): regressed BR 4. - Bars 10 µm.

In the ML nucleus, BR 2, in contrast to BR 1, reacts to the interaction with the AL nucleus
and/or AL cytoplasm with a fast regression. The other ML-specific puffs also do so. In the
corresponding AL nucleus, no BR 2 is induced. This is in contrast to the behavior of BR 1; the
BR1-activating factor(s) seems to have sufficient penetrance in the AL nucleus as to induce there
the activation of the BR 1- locus.
There must be mechanisms which regulate the puffing size, i.e. the transcriptional activity, of
a locus. This is clearly visible in the behavior of puffs, which normally exhibit a low puffing
activity in ML cells but which, in the changed ML nucleus, show a considerably higher AL
characteristic puffing activity [13], e.g. 2(B 41-65) (Fig. 3b), 6(G 3) in cell pair 1 and 1 (D 37),
2(B 41-65), 3(F 47), 3(G 25), 4(A 93, 95), 4(G 83, 85) in cell pair 2 (Fig. 4).
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In one salivary gland preparation, a single cell with an intermediate BR and puffing pattern
was observed (not shown). Possibly because of the poor quality of this squash preparation, the
corresponding second cell could not be found. In the changed single cell, AL-specific gene
activities were present, e.g. the puffs 2(C 5-9), 2(G 37), 4(C 7-11), BR 7, 5(B 87, 89), 6(B 7, 9),
as well as a ML-specific gene activity, a weakly active BR 1 (similar to that in Fig. 5c). In
addition, puffs with a higher AL-characteristic, and also with a higher ML-characteristic puffing
activity are formed. It cannot be said with certainty whether this single cell is a changed ML cell
or a changed AL cell. The absence of typical regressing structures in the BR 4-region speaks
more for the changed ML cell.
The main point of the observations presented here is that the communication between adjacent
AL and ML cells, most probably caused by a spontaneous cell fusion, becomes manifest in the
ML nucleus by a repression of all ML-specific gene activities, with the exception of the BR 1,
and in an induction of AL-specific gene activities. Finally, the ML nucleus follows the same
development-specific puffing (= gene activity) pattern as the corresponding AL nucleus.

Discussion
Cell fusions and hybrid cells can be recovered when two different types of tissue culture cells are
mixed and cocultivated (intraspecific fusions [2]; interspecific fusions [5]). Spontaneous cell
fusions also occur in living organisms [1, 6, 9]. In vitro, hybrid cells can easily be recognized if
the parental cell lines are characterized by specific cytogenetic and/or biochemical markers. In
vivo, cell fusion is more difficult to detect. One evidence for spontaneous in vivo cell fusion is
the occurrence of premature chromosome condensation (PCC) [1, 6, 9]. In polytene tissues the
cell specific puffing might serve as a marker for a specific cell type.
In the Acricotopus salivary gland about 5 AL cells border about 5 ML/SL cells. Thus, in the
2000 salivary glands examined in the present investigation, about 10000 “permanent“ cell
contacts between cells of different differentiation must have occurred. The frequency of putative
fusion events (two pairs of cells, one single cell) is therefore in agreement with that of
spontaneous cell fusions in cell culture [12].
The adjustment of the puffing pattern of the ML cell to that of the AL cell, as well as the
activation of the ML specific BR 1 in the neighbouring AL cell, suggest that the two members of
an AL-ML pair mutally influence each other. One can only guess the nature of such an
interaction and its timing. Probably, at some not too early phase in development there occurred a
defect in the membranes joining and separating AL and ML cells. Whether this defect led to a
change in permeability of the membrane for particular substances, or whether, by a perforation
of the membranes, an unhindered exchange of the cytoplasms or cytoplasmic components of the
neighbouring cells became possible, remains to be seen. In the latter case, this would amount to a
spontaneous fusion of two different cell types. The resulting complex, shortly after fusion would
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be a special type of heterokaryon, a system of two nuclei with different gene activity patterns, in
a common cytoplasm.
Models of gene regulation have been developed, in which changes in gene expression are due
to the influence of activating and/or repressing regulatory factors [4]. Supposing the action of
such regulatory factors, one might explain the changes in gene activity in the AL-ML
heterokaryons of A. lucidus as follows:
Activating factors from the AL cell (nucleus and/or cytoplasm) induce the expression of the
AL-specific BRs and puffs in the ML nucleus; likewise, an activating factor from the ML cell
(nucleus and/or cytoplasm) induces the expression of the ML-specific BR 1 in the AL nucleus;
repressing factors of the AL nucleus and/or the AL cytoplasm are responsible for the regression
of the ML-specific puffs, including BR 2, in the ML nucleus.
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